SCISSORS
- **SPECIFICATION:**
  Must have a blunt tip

TWEEZERS
- **SPECIFICATION:**
  Traditional style

1% HYDROCORTISONE CREAM
- **SPECIFICATION:**
  Generics acceptable.
  Dollar Tree is an excellent resource

TRIPLE ANTIBIOTIC OINTMENT
- **SPECIFICATION:**
  Brand Neosporin or equal
  Generics acceptable.
  Dollar Tree is an excellent Resource

TOOTHBRUSHES & TOOTHPASTE (4)
- **SPECIFICATION:**
  Adult or child size are acceptable
  Include 4 toothbrushes, and 4 mini tubes of toothpaste
  If you purchase a larger multipack, we will utilize extra for other kits.

COMBS (2 EACH)
- **SPECIFICATION:**
  Brand Standard, 6” or larger
  “Rat tail” pointed combs are not desirable

ELASTIC BANDAGE
- **SPECIFICATION:**
  “Ace” Style or equivalent
  Re-usable
  2” – 4” widths all acceptable

PLASTIC/ADHESIVE BANDAGES
- **SPECIFICATION:**
  Standard, ¾” or 1” size or assorted packs preferred

TRAVEL SIZED TISSUES
- **SPECIFICATION:**
  Tissues, travel sized (2 packs)

BAR SOAP (1 BAR)
- **SPECIFICATION:**
  Include 1 full size bars of soap
  Additional bars welcome so we can use in other kits

TABLET MEDICINE
- **SPECIFICATION:**
  Junior or Regular Strength Tablets ONLY
  ABSOLUTELY NO LIQUID MEDICATION
  OPTIONS:
  Reg. Strength Acetaminophen – 325 grams – must have score line for split
  Most public schools cannot collect

NAIL CLIPPERS
- **SPECIFICATION:**
  Any size is acceptable

Note that NO other items should be included in the kits!

EXPIRATION DATES:
Please make sure that if an item included in your kit has an expiration date, that it is at least 18 months in the future!! (even bandages can have expiration dates!)